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Hello everyone!
Finally another full-blown newsletter. Because even though we
might be posting ourselves to bits on Facebook, there’s
nothing like a nice overview, personally delivered to your very
own mailbox.
We turned 10 last year! We didn’t celebrate it for a very good
reason: you’ll read it on page 3. Besides this, we wish you a lot
of fun with our results; you’ll read about the difficulties we run
into; how we integrate food assistance with sophisticated
gastronomy; how we are developing in other areas; and
where our focus lies in the near future.
And..do you happen to know any supporters? Our arms are
wide open. Because it’s going incredibly well, but never by
itself.
Greetings from Peru,
Jolanda and Simone

JHABEL EN YESICA TO NICARAGUA

As is custom every year, Por Eso! is closed in January; these are our employees’
holidays. Thanks to a scholarship from the JWH-Foundation in Amsterdam, Jhabel
and Yesica from Por Eso! were able to use this time in a really fun way. They got to go
to Nicaragua, for a course taught by John Jeavons, the founder of the ’bio-intensive’
organic agricultural method.
Today, over 3 million horticulturists follow this method. For a week, participants from
all over the world visited agriculture projects in Nicaragua, shared experiences and
ended with an exam.
Because we are one of the few NGO’s who are applying the method at high altitude
under stark conditions, John Jeavons and company follow us with a lot of interest. Of
course this makes us incredibly proud. We are happy to share our data and can
count on their expertise at any given moment.

Nicaragua
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office

Jacaranda 209, Calca

OUR NEW OFFICE

TA-DA: OUR NEW OFFICE
We didn’t celebrate our 10-year anniversary for a very good reason: we were
too busy decorating and moving. Because the Dutch organisation "Rooms
Katholieke stichting Huize Buitenveldert" has bought Por Eso! a building!

Gone are the days of uncertainty and waiting to see whether our rental
contract would be renewed or not: thanks to Huize Buitenveldert, last
December we drove our belongings through Calca for the last time.
This is where we’ll stay. What a gift!

MONITORING AND EVALUATING

TELL
US
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Three times a year we evaluate which families are ready for which installations (for
example a green house, water reservoir, smoke-free kitchen, etc). Once a year we
ask them all there is to ask about our collaboration and what could be done better or
differently.
Alexandra, the American NGO specialist we introduced to you in the last newsletter,
ensures that each research survey is correct. It takes time and man-hours, but this is
how we’ll get to even better changes. We were able to do this last year thanks to extra
donations.
In 2018, no matter what, we will also continue monitoring and evaluating.
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Long live Por Eso!… but, do we actually want that? According to our philosophy, every NGO should be able to close up shop after a
while. Because the problems have then been solved, or the knowledge and responsibility to solve the problems have been passed on
to the region. That continues to be our goal. But: we haven’t got there yet.
Of course our work is already bearing fruit. Many results in our projects are already being carried out by Peruvians. Our team is 80%
Peruvian. Our organisation is professional, with deep local roots and is based in a professional office in Calca.
But there are so many other communities that could use our help.
And making local authorities responsible is a long-term process. So we’re proud, but nowhere close to being satisfied.
We’re on our way.

10 years of Por Eso!
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THE CHILDREN HAVE THE FLOOR

PROUD
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At the end of the school year we had an amazing day at Cchichimarca. Inside their
own stands, the students showed the parents everything they had learned: the
nutritional value of vegetables, how to make compost, and the layout of the
greenhouse. The enthusiasm was contagious. The project in Cchichimarca has also
blossomed incredibly in 2017. That’s not only down to us, but also the passionate school
director and the enjoyable collaboration with the Ministry.

TWO NEW COMMUNITIES
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After a careful screening process, the communities Sipasancha and Viacha have come out on top as winners: this is where our help is
needed most. So this is where we’ll be every week for the following six years (three years of construction and then three years of
workshops and supervision).
Through interviews and surveys we have mapped the situation in the communities. This resulted in the so-called ‘reference line’, with
which we’ll be able to measure the upcoming changes well. In year 1 we start at the schools. Here, we build the community sample
vegetable gardens and greenhouses. This is also where workshops for parents, children and teachers take place.
This year we are also expecting the parents to plant a vegetable garden at their homes and improve their homes. As a reward we then
install smoke-free kitchens and supply materials to make their houses even prettier.

Sipascancha & Viacha

PERUVIAN POLITICS: UPHEAVAL
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The current president of Peru, Pedro Pablo Kuczynski, and his predecessors have been under fire for accepting tens of millions in bribes
from the Brazilian construction company Odebrecht. On top of that (and most definitely related), the current president granted exdictator Fujimori pardon on Christmas Eve. Ministers and congress members resigned and trust in the president has been damaged. For
our collaboration with the Ministry of Education this also has implications: the Ministry can't tell yet if they can continue supporting Por
Eso! to make the projects sustainable and get them on the school timetable as a fixed item. It is still an uncertain situation. Because
within this Ministry as in others, there are a lot of changes. We’re hoping to get lucky.

Ministry of Education

KANSAS CITY / LIMA

GOURMET VEGETABLE GARDEN
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You must have noticed that there has been a lot of positive attention for Peruvian cuisine recently. Top
chefs from Lima are winning one prestigious prize after another. And thanks to Jim Kane from Culture
Explorers (culturexplorers.com), Por Eso! is grabbing a piece of all this attention this year.
Jim is organising an exchange between well-known chefs in Peru and Kansas City. In June the
Peruvian top chefs are cooking in Kansas City and in November Lima will be eating from the Kansas
City kitchen.
And the best thing is: the proceeds from this event are for Por Eso! This is how the gastronomy money
will go to the communities that are still fighting malnutrition. The diﬀerences within one country can
be so incredibly big…
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WE NEED YOU!

$15
GO TO
WWW.PORESO.ORG
AND SUPPORT US

It might seem like everything is happening by itself, but nothing is further from the truth. Every year it is a real struggle to cover our
budget costs. What we’re proud of: our costs stay roughly the same (around 175.000 dollars), while our impact is growing. New
communities come into the picture and we’re gradually leaving other communities. So the spot of healthy food is expanding.
But what hasn’t changed: we need regular supporters. Always!
If you aren’t a supporter yet: please don’t be misled by the awful abuse from large NGOs in the media. Or the enormous wages,
non-transparent bookkeeping, skewed power relations: at Por Eso! there is none of that. Our focus is on the people who have the
right on a better and happier existence. The return on that is very big. But before we get there, we still need every euro.
.

WILL YOU JOIN US?

